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BAD CU N: 
In a time of censorship and social control under the ideology of the Nazi regime, Hitler 
and his counterparts produced an exhibition to discredit artistic developments deemed 
inappropriate and counterproductive for society. 
Exhibiting ''Degenerate Art'' This project analyzed the ''Degenerate Art'' exhibition within the context of Nazi Germany, giving particular attention to the curatorial methods used to display the works, 
in order to understand the purpose of this exhibition and evaluate its impact. 
https: / /WWw.wikiart.org/en/wassily-kandinsky / improvisation-10-191 o 
How to Stage Art Poorly 
1) Make the exhibit space feel 
chaotic by hanging the art very 
close together in a condensed area 
2) Misidentify the artist or the title 
of the work in the labels 
underneath 
3) Utilize propagandistic script for 
background information 
4) Group art together according to 
unclear themes 
Project by Hannah Colletti 
Supervised by Dr. David Lewis 
http://theartistsjob.weebly.com; m usi ngs; d 
efining-heroism-otto-dixs-war-cripples 
http: I Ii d iommag.con112010/04/all-that-glitters-
otto-d ix-at-neue-gallery / 
http: //www.staedelmuseum.de/en/ collection/still-I ife-saxophones-19 26 
Ironically, in such an extreme effort to malign modern art 
and prove its degeneracy in the mind of the public, the 
Nazis succeeded in making sure more people were exposed 
to it. To this day, it remains one of the most visited exhibits 
of all time. 
Statistical Comparisons 
''Degenerate Art'' Exhibition 
https: I !www.reddit.com/ r / n1useun1/ con11ne nts/1 geipq/n1ax_beckman n_ ch rist 
_and_the_woman_taken_in/ 
Final Conclusion 
While the Nazis did their best to 
permanently alter and destroy 
the image of modern art in the 
public mind, the sense of 
freedom which all modernists 
and their supporters sought to 
achieve in modern artwork 
seemed to have made it resilient 
enough to survive what is with 
little doubt the most scathing 
exhibition in history. 
July 19, 1937 - November 30, 1937 in Munich, Germany .............. 2,009,899 visitors 
1938 - 1941 tour through Berlin, Leipzig, Dusseldorf, Weimar, 
Halle, Vienna and Salzburg ................................................ 1,000,000 visitors 
Great German Art Exhibition 
July 18, 1937 - November 1937 ........................................... 600,000 visitors 
http://www.sueddeutsche.de/ politik/kunst-im-nationalsozialismus-entartete-und-gottbegnadete-1.24967s6 
Picture of gallery wall from 1937 exhibition in 
Munich, Germany. 
''You see around us monstrosities of 
madness, of impudence, of inability 
and degeneration .... What this show 
has to offer causes shock and disgust 
in all of us.'' 
-- Adolf Ziegler, in the opening 
statements of the exhibition 
Picture of a gallery space from the Great German Art 
exhibition, which opened directly across from 
''Degenerate Art'' in Munich and promoted art 
deemed acceptable for German society. 
